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Zero-Gravity
Massage Chair

Zero-Gravity Massage Chair
TAKE THE WEIGHT OF THE WORLD OFF YOUR BACK. On earth, there’s no escaping gravity.
But now there is a way to escape the soreness, tension and fatigue its constant pulling has on the back.
Introducing the human touch™ 7450, the world’s ﬁrst massage chair that incorporates the latest advances in
both massage and back-care technology to virtually defy gravity’s adverse effects. As the HT-7450 reclines, its
back, seat and footrest synchronously move to position the body in a virtually weightless condition – the ideal
posture for massage. From there, the patented human touch massage system™ goes to work, providing a deep,
invigorating massage of the neck, back and legs, leaving you feeling refreshed and recharged.
The HT-7450 is the ﬁrst chair of its kind. And with its revolutionary design and numerous engineering
advancements, back pain – and gravity – will no longer keep you down.
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HT-7450

Zero-Gravity Massage Chair
More Features For More Comfort
Adjustable
Headrest

MASSAGE CONTROLLER – It’s all at your ﬁngertips

Neck-Contoured Comfort Pillow
Adjustable-Width Foot
and Calf Massager

Dual-Lumbar Back Heat

Acupoint
Detection System
Adjustable Footrest
Height

Memory Foam Seat Cushion

Auto-Programmed Voice Response
8 Pre-Programmed Massages
5-Year Limited Warranty

26”

DIMENSIONS

8-Point Pulsating Seat
Massage System

FRONT

Top-Grain Leather
Upholstery

SIDE

Adjustable Backrest

Model number:
100-7450-001 (Black)
100-7450-002 (Dark Chocolate)

38”

70”

THE SCIENCE OF

ahhh

The HT-7450 applies the principles of VARIABLE GEOMETRY (fancy words meaning
the chair ﬁts you like a glove) to provide the ultimate massage.

ZERO-GRAVITY DESIGN

SYNCHRONIZED SEAT RECLINE

Reclining into a zero-gravity position, with
the lower legs above the heart, relaxes
and decompresses the spine. This neutral
posture increases blood circulation,
enhances comfort and enables a more
invigorating and effective massage.

As the chair reclines, the seat automatically tilts
downward independent of the backrest, allowing the
body to naturally move into the most comfortable and
effective massage position. This patent-pending seat
design provides superior lumbar support and allows
for an optimal massage at any recline angle.

TRUE-ZERO ARMRESTS

FOOT & CALF MASSAGER

The armrests glide independently of the
backrest as the chair reclines, ensuring the
optimal ergonomic ratio between the arms
and body. There is virtually no stress or
strain on the neck, shoulders or arms while
in a reclined position.

It’s ideal to massage the calves in an upward,
rolling or wave-like fashion. This motion forces
blood away from the feet and toward the core of
the body. Only Human Touch™ offers this patented
technology. The width and intensity of the foot and
calf massager can be adjusted and customized.

MASSAGE COMFORT NUMBER

DUAL-LUMBAR BACK HEAT

Use the Massage Comfort Number function
on the remote control to customize massage
intensity. You can also use the Massage
Comfort Number (in non-massage mode) to
create a seating experience of unsurpassed
comfort and relaxation.

Two lumbar heat modules gently warm the lower
back muscles, gradually reducing tightness and
pain. Heat calms and soothes back muscles,
preparing them for a more restorative massage and
faster healing.
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